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Editorial
When we think of charity and community activism, we may think of the African-Italian, St,

Benedict the Moor, born of enslaved parents There is a shrine to him in Palermo and there
are churches in African America named after him.

In this issue, I would like to introduce you to someone known as much for his artistic
brilliance, as for his generous philanthropy. He's done and continues to do crucial work

amongst the most vulnerable children in South Africa. Here are excerpts from a November
2015 article by Gloria Nakajubi, in the Mail and Guardian.

“My hard experience growing up made me strong to face life in Johannesburg when I
didn’t have food to eat or a house to call my home and when I went out to pick waste

paper on the streets to use as collage,” he says.

 “Right now I want to be known for the positive impact to human life. But whether I am a
good artist or not, time will tell when I consistently deliver on my ambitions,” he says from

his Johannesburg studios. 

Built on social adversity, identity and other life notions, his work is an in-depth tale of the
life of an African child, which unlike popular perceptions, is rather one of hope, courage

and bravery. 

From Uganda, generating beauty from waste, I am happy to present to you,
BENON LUTAAYA.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
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Kyambogo
Ugandan artist Benon Lutaaya (born 1985) holds a BFA with Education from the

Kyambogo University in Kampala, Uganda 

from Lizamore and Associates

Bayimba
Recently the 25-year-old artist exhibited 17 pieces of art at the Bayimba Festival of the
Arts in Kampala, Uganda and managed to sell most of them, an impressionable feat for

any visual artist. 

from article by Jane Musoke-Nteyafas
 UG Pulse
Oct.2010

Jo'burg
Lutaaya has become something of a fixture on the Johannesburg art scene where he has

participated in both group and solo shows and been part of collectives. Lutaaya was a
guest artist at the Thupelo International Arts Workshop in 2012, a featured artist at the

Joburg Art Fair, and has had solo shows at Room in Johannesburg

from Art Africa 



Troubled

from SAFFCA

Benon Lutaaya is a Johannesburg-based visual artist. His primary technique is paper
collage on canvas although early artistic experiments saw him work with found and
recycled materials. Lutaaya’s choice of materials builds a commentary around the
complexities of the human condition, touching particularly on questions of identity,
construction, and fragility. In his words, ‘waste paper material communicates the

vulnerability of human life’.

from Contemporary African Art Fair



Vulnerable Girl

from Artists A Day



Ambassador
"2015 Face of African Youth Foundation: an African Youth Ambassador Award" at the

ADLER Entrepreneurship Awards in Frankfurt -Germany.

from Benon Lutaaya

Judge
He was invited on a panel of Judges for the ‘2015 Reinhold Cassirer Award

from Daville Baillie Gallery

Sponsor
Benon Lutaaya is named among the finalist nominees in the First Time Sponsor category

for his Sponsorship of the Young Female Residency Award. 

from The Project Space

I enjoy coming up with something new and unique. I love to surprise myself. When people
see my work though, I would like them to enjoy each piece for its color harmony, pleasing

visual appeal and the ability to connect and communicate.

Benon Lutaaya 

from Kolaj



Performer

from Eclectica Contemporary

As a result of crippling financial circumstances hindering him from acquiring art supplies,
he quickly learned the skill of improvising, resorting to the use of recycled, found paper

material that decorated the streets. In 2011, he was awarded an international artist
residency award by the Bag Factory Studios, providing him with the opportunity to live and

work in Johannesburg. 

Benon’s subject matter is deeply rooted in the fragility of human life and the vulnerability of
the human experience. He creates evocative, fragmented mixed media portraits of

vulnerable children devoid of gender, enhancing their ability to be universally identified and
communicated with. They convey a sense of sensitivity by shifting the gaze from object to

subject literally through the eyes of the artist, as he physically renders them onto their
faces 

from article by Kirsten Arendse
Eclectica Contemporary



from Omenka Online

Benon Lutaaya's latest show reveals a continued focus and increased sophistication in the
use of a style he is beginning to claim as his own.

'Transgression' is inspired by the plight that faces vulnerable children (war-torn, 
abandoned, heading households), and he takes the risk of placing himself within the visual
narrative by painting his eyes into their portrait

The portraits are done in natural, neutral colours, some with smudges or blocks of
stronger shades and the images are of children whose gender does not appear to play a

role in the visual story. This, rather than take away from the narrative, emphasises the
universality of childhood vulnerability.

This Ugandan-born artist gives a percentage of the proceeds from the sale of his works to 
children at risk and to his residency, The Bag Factory.

from article by Karabo Kgoleng

Times Live

Aug.2013



Infinite
I apply colour onto the canvas in a rather aggressive and crude way using not brushes but

my fingers or found material such as telephone cards, sticks, or whatever is within my
reach. The process is as intense and sweaty as it is exciting and inspiring. The technique
allows for trails of infinite search, reconfiguration, and rediscovery to remain behind which
allows my work a feel of spontaneity, and freshness. When people see my work I would

like them to enjoy each piece for its colour harmony, pleasing visual appeal and the ability
to connect and communicate." 

Benon Lutaaya  -  from Art CSA

Beautiful
Sara Hallett, director of The Bag Factory, where Lutaaya is a resident artist, says: "By

painting these vulnerable children in this beautiful style, he provides them with some kind
of protection." 

from article by Karabo Kgoleng  -  Times Live  -  Aug.2013

Humanity
It is this unique fusion of a gifted eye, constant exploration of humanity, self-introspection

and skilled hands that has led Benon to numerous awards and not just national but
international acclaim with his artwork being sought out throughout the world. 

from Vuka Darkie  -  Feb.2016



Modelling Figure

from Saatchi Art



from  Artist A Day

Scarred But Alive

from Wooloo.Org



Picasso
The fine art of collage was later conglomerated with artists such as Georges Braque and

Pablo Picasso in the beginning of the 20th century when collage became a distinctive part
of modern art. 

from article by Khehla Chepape Makgato

The Journalist

Kentridge
Alongside Strauss & Co Auctioneers and artist William Kentrige, Benon co-sponsored the
“2015 Rheinold Cassirer Award” and served on a panel of Judges for the award. He was
one of the four hot talents to make the Talks programme “#UNPLUGGED”at TAF 2015. 

from SAFFCO

Mautloa
I think if he carries on this way, he'll be a trailblazer. I mean he's done a lot for the short

span of time he's been here.

Pat Mautloa

Senior Professional Artist/Board Member – The Bag Factory

from YouTube



What's Freedom

from Saatchi Art

When I first started working as an artist in Uganda, without resources to buy paints, I used
to pay homeless children to collect waste paper for me in return for small change – thus

recycling waste paper. These children formed part of my process, just as I combine
elements of them and me in my constructed portraits.

Benon Lutaaya

from Lizamore and Associates



Unfinished Life

from Saatchi Art



Speaker
Opening guest speaker at the inauguration of the World’s first Children’s art gallery at V&A

Waterfront aimed to benefit disadvantaged kids projects in the townships of Cape Town 

from SAFFCA

Lecturer
He is actively involved in a number of youth art projects as well as guest lecturing at

various universities both in South Africa and abroad.

from Ithaca Lit

Contributor
As well as an annual contributor to Ithuba Arts Fund that supports emerging artists in

Johannesburg. Benon is a past winner of the Lovell Tranyr Art Trophy -2012, the Ithuba
Arts Fund Grant -2011, the Bag Factory artist residence award -2011 and Finalist of the

BBC MyWorld documentary global competition, London 2010.

from Creative Feel

May 2016
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Dedicated
Lutaaya had his breakthrough and has now significantly contributed to a number of worthy

arty and social causes through his firm belief that art can confront barriers, empower
dreams and change lives. He is the founder of Benon Lutaaya Foundation, a charity

organization dedicated towards changing the lives of young, disadvantaged children in his
home country Uganda. 

from Black Fabulousity

Community
The philosophies of inclusion, community, critical analysis of the factors that make up a
life, career and society are ones that Lutaaya promotes strongly in his approach to his

career as well as in his work itself. The principles that see him support the broader industry
through initiatives such as this, are also evident in his artmaking. 

from Creative Feel  -  May 2016

Energy
With his paper collage and sometimes mixed media work, comes abstract imagery which

represents the act of survival, while the obscured text questions identity within society. Out
of this mixture comes a release of energy imbued with life and raw simplicity. Benon

strives to create art that is both beautiful and engaging to the mind. 

from Art CSA



from Lizamore and Associates



from Pinterest



Videos
Benon Lutaaya. Exploration Through Process  -  8.33

Dynamic Award Winning Artist Benon Lutaaya Shares His Thoughts With Us  -  7.07

Benon Lutaaya: What They Say  -  3.28

Benon Lutaaya At The End of August  -  3.15

Sometime in 2010  -  3.10

Affinity Project by Benon Lutaaya and Justin Dingwall  -  3.01

When Artists and Subjects Unite  -  3.01

Benon Lutaaya: BBC ''My World Documentary'' 2010  -  2.53

Benon Pat  -  2.36

Bag Factory 25th Anniversary: An Auction of Contemporary Art  -  1.20

Troubled  -  1.18

Artist Benon Lutaaya Named Bright Young Thing  -  0.57

Benon Lutaaya at 2015 Jo'burg Fair  -  0.56

Benon Lutaaya Unplugged TAF15  -  0.31



from Saatchi Art



from You Arts

Born in Uganda, Benon Lutaaya is a Johannesburg-based visual artist. Within six years of
full time professional practice, Benon's career is making waves punctuated with sell-out

shows, artistic recognition, philanthropic work and a clients waiting-list spanning for years.

from Saatchi Art 



Deepest
Benon paints to convey an emotional story, illustrating the fragility of life from his own

personal experiences. His art is about capturing the deepest feelings of a subject. To him,
it is important to strive to see beyond the surface. He makes a conscious effort in all his
work to capture the core essence of the subject matter so as to reveal something more

important, something real, hidden by society’s unwritten rules. 

from Kolaj

Innermost
In Transgression, the artist manipulates his medium to unearth new and unexpected

creative destinations, while exploring the fragility and resilience of his subjects. It is the
essence of the human condition to feel emotion, and the challenge of the artist to portray

it, something Lutaaya does with the utmost integrity. He aims to capture the innermost
essence of the mind of his subjects. He wants his audience to not only see the work, but

also to feel it.

from Transgression

Inspiration
Lutaaya finds inspiration in his own autobiographical life ex- periences utilising numerous

issues as subject matter, such as identity, child hardship, homelessness, isolation and fear.
His work depicts vulnerability and suggests a longing for protection.

from Lizamore and Associates 



Vulnerable
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from Benon Lutaaya Facebook
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Lutaaya


